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2 of 2 review helpful Uplifting and fun a book about friendship and spirituality By Anne B Have you ever wondered 
about your purpose in life Have you asked yourself what s is all about This book tells the story of 2 friends learning 
about life spirituality and purpose This is about 2 women who become great friends learn together grow and then 
decide to try to help other people do the same and have fun while doing What happens when a literal mind and a ldquo 
free no rules rdquo mind meet to create a radio show BAM You get Spiritual Happy Hour radio show Grab your 
favorite drink or snack and tune in on how Janelle and Jennifer tackle topics such as fear intimacy setting intentions 
and much more Get a front row seat into Spiritual partnership humorous and button pushing effect through 
conversation in the form of their radio show Spiritual Happy Hour As you read this Jan 
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few years ago as i  Free hackenberg david beekeeper of 44 years and owner of a major beekeeping operation details 
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and an mfa graduate of the california institute of the arts recently wrote on the wiley website about the fact that job 
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support and to wake people up to what 
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